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On December 2, A.B. Miller’s Cheer program held their annual Dancing With The Stars Event. The event played host to eight different partici-

pants, of which included the returning duo of Ms. April Marshall and Ms. Delana Martin. The two partnered up together in 2018, just before we 

were sent home due to COVID. They were joined by juniors Dayanara Bahena, Astrid Matzar-Sanchez, and Madison Venegas. 

Our assistant principal, Mrs. Amber Knight, laid claim to the golden disco ball this year. Growing up, Mrs. Knight took copious dance classes and 
emersed herself into all styles as a means of artistic expression. She even had her own business where she taught dance classes called Passion of 

Dance. With the skills of junior Karina Cortez, and seniors Arianna Garcia and Elaina Salazar, Mrs. Knight grooved her way to the top spot. 

Photo by Raylene Cervantes 

by Josue Avila and Krystal Calderon   
 Christmas lives up to its name as the most wonderful 
time of the year. Families get together and share their 
love and give sentimental presents to one another. Not          
everyone's Christmas is the same, but we all decorate our    
houses, eat holiday foods and enjoy special traditions. Listening 
to Christmas music can be one of the best parts of the holiday 
season. There are so many different songs, and everyone 
gets in the Christmas mood. We all have our favor-
ite songs, and we have our least favorite songs to 
listen to during the holiday.   
 There are holiday staples 

like “All I Want For Christmas Is You” 

by Mariah Carey and “Last Christmas” by Wham!  

Continued on page 9. 



 Congresswoman Norma Torres visited A.B. 
Miller High School on November 9 to share her      
experience in politics. She opened with an anecdote 
of her time spent as a 911 Operator in Los Angeles. 
She received a tragic call that led to her rallying for 
more bilingual operators, and how that set her life     
unexpectedly on the path of politics. Afterwards, she 
took student questions, responding to inquiries about 
internship opportunities, the youth advisory             
committee featured on her website, and the              
government's handling of COVID. 

by Gabe Gutierrez 
 Young people are infamous for their unhealthy palates. From scarfing down pizza 
in Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, to eating without a care in Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory, there is plenty of evidence for our junk-food tendencies. The question I want to 
answer with this series is how far can that be pushed—at what point does “unhealthy”   
become “uneatable”? 
 We are starting off strong with a recipe most people would do a double-take at. 
I’m not particularly fond of Flaming Hot Cheetos (I’m more of a Ruffles guy myself), but 
this drink looked so bizarre I just had to try it. 

The Recipe: 
Ingredients: 
3 scoops of vanilla ice-cream 
1 ½ cups milk 
½ bag of Flaming Hot Cheetos 
1 cup ice 
Teaspoon vanilla extract  
Whipped cream 
Tablespoon of sugar 
Shot of coffee  
Step 1: Crush up your chips into a dust. I 
poured them into a plastic bag and then used 
a roller pin first, before deciding to switch 
to blending them instead.  
Step 2: Mix your Hot Cheeto dust and sugar 
in a bowl, leaving some chips behind to top 
the drink later. 
Step 3: Add all your ingredients in the 
blender. I made sure to pour the sugar and 
dust last, for fear that having them too close 
to the blades would break something. I do not know if it is a valid concern, but just in 
case. 
Step 4: Blend- and be careful about blending too much! I made this mistake and ended up 
with a plain ol’ coffee instead of an icy frappe. 
Step 5: Serve and… Enjoy? 
Recipe taken from sweetyhigh.com  
 
 I will be honest, I did not have high hopes for this beverage. Anything chip        
flavored has one major downfall, and that is the potato chip itself; the end result tastes 
more like starch than the flavor promised on the bag. This drink was no different, though 
the vanilla managed to pull through. The frappé tasted more like marshmallow or muffin 
than actual spicy chips. It was definitely better than I expected, but still would not make it 
again. Especially since this drink has something weird about it: it tastes worse as time 
goes on.  
 Both me and my sibling had this experience where the frappé tastes fine at first, 
but by the last sips it is a struggle to finish it, meaning that the best way to drink this     
frappé is as you would with medicine—eyes closed, breath held, all in one go. Which is 
not the best way to enjoy a nice coffee, so maybe we will just stick with caramel flavoring 
instead. 

Rating: 3/10  

by Elisa Chavez and Ailene Roque 
 Christmas movies can be a bit much at 
times… There is a reason that people in recent years 
have sought new holiday viewing traditions as         
opposed to A Christmas Story, Elf, and the like. 
 Here is the Miller Scoop’s quick list of some 
“not so Christmas movies” that will put you in the 
holiday spirit. 
The Nightmare Before    
Christmas: The Disney Classic 
by Tim Burton follows Jack 
Skellington—the idolized spirit 
of Halloween, who begins to 
grow weary of the repetitious 
spooky season. Jack Skellington 
becomes intrigued by a      
Christmas town, and as he reins 
over this newfound holiday, 
Christmas soon goes awry      
under his grasp. The Nightmare 
Before Christmas can arguably be either a Christmas 
or Halloween movie, but in truth, the Christmas     
holiday quickly dominates the Halloween town, and            

infiltrates everything              
Halloween into a merry, yet 
sinister Christmas spirit.  
Edward Scissorhands: Edward 
is a misfit stowed away in a 
dark mansion of his diseased 
creator; until one day, a curious 
woman by the name of Peg,   
invites Edward into her family 
home. Though the film contains 
gothic elements, the movie   
centers around Edward who  

Continued on ensuing page. 
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by Mazikeen “Maze” Larson  
 Clubs and extracurriculars are often a fun and memorable part of the high school                 
experience. In fact, since returning from distance learning many old clubs are being revived 
and new clubs are being formed. One such club is the American Sign Language club (ASL 
Club), which meets on Thursdays afterschool. This club, spearheaded by two counselors—
who act as advisors—and a cabinet ran largely by seniors, is welcoming of all levels and 
thrives on creating a supportive and respectful learning environment.   
  Many members arrive at their first meeting knowing little to no sign, but quickly begin             
picking up signs from other members. Club meetings often build off of each other, beginning 
with a quick icebreaker to review from the previous meetings. Currently, the club meetings 
tend to focus on expanding the vocabulary of its members, but in the future the hope 
is to  have members reach a conversational status.   
 Senior Jasmine Montes serves as vice-president of the club. Upon joining the club, she 
was near fluent due to being raised by two deaf parents. “I had heard about the club from an 

email that was sent out by Maze, the     
current president of our club. I decided to 
attend the meetings because I was excited that we finally had this club on campus,” Montes      
explains.   
 Watching “everyone get excited to learn something new and put it to use” can be                                
captivating to more advanced members, like Montes. Witnessing the growth of the members is 
a really rewarding thing, as well. In fact, Montes regards this as one of her favorite parts,      
stating, “My favorite part of this club is when people come back week after week remembering 
what we talked about in the last meeting and are ready to learn a new topic.”  
Club member and senior, Cloey Caprio, first encountered the club while, “working a football 
game for yearbook”; after “[running] into a few of the 
members, they seemed nice and I always had an                          
interest in learning ASL so I asked and they welcomed me 
with open arms,” remarks Caprio. The club environment 
is often described as “calm and welcom-

ing” and “extremely sociable.” In fact, Caprio appreciates the “non-judgmental atmosphere” (in the words of 
Ms. Lavoie), along with “the funny and kind people who make learning ASL fun.”  
 Treasured advisor and counselor, Mrs. Lavoie, had not anticipated that she would be the advisor to a 
sign language club, but when the idea was brought to her and no one else seemed interested in advising, she 
embraced the role. While having limited knowledge in the language, she explains that her background in the 
language comes from childhood. “When I was in fifth grade, I lived in Bitburg, Germany on an Air Force base. 
We were given a class once a week of ASL. Since then, I have always been interested in the language,” recalls 
Lavoie. She fondly simplifies her role in the club, stating, “I open the door to our room and they take over. 
Lucky me.”   
The genuine interest in learning that active members demonstrate through attending meetings consistently is a                  
motivating thing to see, especially because “learning a second or third language is something that looks good 
on your resume.” ASL Club—like many clubs at A. B. Miller—prides itself on being largely student-run. A 
recent club fundraiser, gave Lavoie the opportunity to watch “the club members take initiative” which she 
“thoroughly enjoyed.”  
 While the idea of walking into an unfamiliar environment might intimidate some, those that choose to 
stop by BC-1 on Thursdays get to experience firsthand the welcoming and supportive environment that      
members of the club have cultivated.  

Not So Xmas continued. 

goes on a journey of self-discovery and       
becomes the cause for the yearly snowfall in 
the small suburban town, ultimately marking 

down this Tim Burton 
classic as a heartfelt 
Christmas movie.  
Harry Potter and The 
Sorcerer’s Stone: Harry 
Potter is an orphaned   
wizard who is                 
distinguished in the     
Wizarding World for    
surviving Voldemort’s 
attack. In Harry’s first 
year at Hogwarts he meets 
his closest friends, Ron 

and Hermione, and goes on to experience one 
of the most magical season’s at Hogwarts: 
Christmas! The first film in the Harry Potter 
franchise is iconic for the Christmas sweaters 
made by Mrs. Weasley for Ron and Harry; 
kindling the magic of gift-giving and singling 
this movie a festive film filled with friendship 
and magic.  

Let It Snow: In a small 
midwestern town, a 
snowstorm hits on 
Christmas Eve, causing a 
group of teenagers to be 
forced to bond with one 
another, allowing for 
meaningful and romantic 
relationships to be 
formed. Let It Snow is 
driven by teen love and 
encompassed by the towns surrounding 
Christmas spirit which makes this romance 

movie a warm holiday 
must-watch.  
Love Hard: Natalie    
Bauer eagerly travels 
from LA to the East Coast 
to surprise and see in    
person the guy she met on 
a dating app for the       
holidays, but she is         
immediately disappointed 
when she realizes she was 
catfished. What follows is 

a witty romantic comedy where Natalie battles 
between haven fallen in love with the online 
pictures of Tag, but Josh’s personality. Love 
Hard is set during the holiday season and   
perfectly encompasses finding true love with 
the spin of modern-day 
online dating struggles.  
Die Hard: The main        
protagonist John McClane is 
an NYPD officer that has to 
save the lives of his wife and 
two daughters from German 
terrorist that take over Los 
Angeles while he’s visiting 
for Christmas. Die Hard is a 
thrilling film with explosive 
scenes if you are in the 
mood for action these holidays. 
Gremlins: When Billy Peltzer receives a new 
pet from his dad on Christmas, he breaks the 
three main rules and unleashes a clan of clev-
er, mischievous, and possibly dangerous little 
monsters in his town called Gremlins.  
 
 

Continued on ensuing page. 



by Gabe Gutierrez 
 Every Monday, Ms. 
Delana Martin’s A-2 room 
is still bustling long after the 
school day has ended. Chit-
chatting, doing crafts, or 
planning on-school events, 
the Gender and Sexuality 
Alliance (GSA) is in swing 
from 3:30PM to 4:30PM.   
 Ms. Martin de-
scribes GSA fondly as “a 
place for education; to learn 
about our community; and a 
place for people talk 
through their issues in terms 
of things that they’re      
struggling with” as well as 
a way “to meet other friends 
that are supportive.” 
Its doors are open to all 
A.B. Miller students,    
whether 
they’re queer themselves or 
just want to show support.  
 GSA has been going 
“so far, so good,” according 
to Ms. Martin. 
She states, “We have 
an average of anywhere 
from 35 to 40 students who 
come to our club meetings on a weekly basis.” She’s very proud 
of how active the club has been on campus. “We’ve been having 
tables throughout the year to bring awareness about different days 
[of commemoration],” she shares.   
 One such day was Bisexual Awareness Day. Freshmen 
club members E and Alex [last names here] designed a purple    
flyer, listing the club meeting hours and a hotline number. During 
lunch, members handed out the flyers and candy to students. “The 
experience was great, I loved seeing people being interested on 
these topics,” commented sophomore Ashely Lopez Cabrera, “The 
students had great reactions [and] I had fun interacting with 
them.” For the first event of the year, it went fantastically well.  
 The next campus event was National Coming Out Day. A 
table with a huge poster was set up in front of the cafeteria, and 
students were encouraged to write positive messages or color in 
the decorations that Ms. Martin had drawn.  Afterwards, it was 
hung in front of the cafeteria windows (where it was promptly torn 
down; GSA is more necessary than one might first expect).  
 Most recently, GSA participated in the Health Awareness 
Fair, organized by various groups partnering with peer-leading. 
Next to the Planet Fitness table was the club’s set-up, giving out 
stickers, rainbow ribbon pins, and a brochure full of useful         
hotlines, club info, and district contacts. “We also have new       
brochures that the school district has made for us that we can     
provide for students that need resources,” Ms. Martin explained. 
Apart from the brochures, many students came back twice to get 
more stickers. This event was the was the best so far, with the most 
student participation. All of the GSA events, however, have 
been an important part of visibility on campus, which likely led to 
some of the new members this year.  

One of these new students is Helen Gonzalez, 
a sophomore who just joined the club this year. “I joined 
GSA because I wanted to feel more accepted, I guess you 
can put it,” she explained. Despite not being in the club 
for long, she commented that she “does feel happier and 
just more comfortable being myself.”  
 A returning member, Ashley Lopez Cabrera,     
noted that “we are all more talkative than through a    
computer last year.” She “recommends that other         
students should join if they are comfortable with it”      
because “we don’t want to pressure others to join.”  
 The seniors this year are very thankful that their 
last year is in-person. Reflecting on all their years in 
GSA, senior Remmy Mata expresses, “It feels amazing 
especially because I get to see the underclassmen come 
in and see how they express themselves and are more 
proud of their identities each year.” They shared that 
they “stuck with the club so long because of the           
atmosphere they created in the club. You always 
felt welcomed and everyone was always super nice.” 
Mata “gained knowledge of different identities 
plus [their] own along the way” with GSA.  
For members like Mata that will be graduating this year, 
they have a new surprise at the end of the school 
year. “We now have—for seniors that graduate and are 
part of the club for the entire year—they get a rainbow 
sage for graduation, so that’s pretty cool,” Ms. Martin 
reveals.   
 Ms. Martin wraps up saying how she’s grateful 
that GSA is “a place where we accept and love             
everyone.” She smiled, “I think that at the end of the day, 

you’ll for sure meet a friend here at GSA.”  

Not So Xmas continued. 

Christmas movies are 
usually delightful, but 
this particular movie 
gives Christmas movies 
a kick of festive fear.  
Iron Man 3: Marvel’s 
Iron Man 3 is fun to 
watch as it is set during 
the Christmas season 
while Tony Stark fights 
off the Mandarin. For all 
the Marvel fans out there,  

Iron Man 3 is the perfect 
action-packed festive 
film to watch during the 
holiday season.  
Little Women: Little 
Woman tells the story of 
the four young and     
independent March      
sisters as they each 
dream of the life they 
want to make for     
themselves set during  

the Civil War. The 
film features various 
winter scenery and sets 
a cozy atmosphere   
surrounded by love 
and family.  
Mean Girls: Although 
Mean Girls is not a 
Christmas movie, it 
follows the main      
protagonist, Cady  

Continued on ensuing page. 
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Heron, entering a new high 
school and meeting a group 
of mean girls called “The 
Plastics”. Cady soon           
befriends them when she falls 
in love with one of the 
girl’s—Regina George’s ex-
boyfriend. The film is set in 
the span of a whole year but 
includes an iconic and       
hilarious Christmas talent 
show scene where Cady and 

the Plastics sing “Jingle Bell Rock” in front of 
the whole school. 

by Joseph Alvarez 
 When you first wake up, most 
people tend to start off their day with 
something to get them into a better 
mood.  
 Music is a necessity that people 
find very important to their daily lives, 
and some cannot even live without it.  
 Everyone around the world has 
their own taste in what music they 
choose to enjoy. Many different genres, 
styles, and even different languages in 
music.  
 Ever wonder what people around 
you on campus were listening to while 
having their earbuds in? 
 Whether it is slow, fast, loud, or 
soft, it seems to be to a variety to the stu-
dents on campus. 
 The main reason why students 
enjoy listening to music is the affect it 
can have upon your mood. It was         
researched that happy beats of music 
cause our brain to produce chemicals like 
dopamine and serotonin which secrets 
the emotional notion of “joy.” Music has 
a profound impact on lowering stress 
levels and 
relaxing 
your body, 
perhaps   
after a long 
day or as 
Finals draw 
near. 
Music 
brings     
people     
together and 
has been a 
great subject 
for people 
getting to 
know each other.  
 So, what really enables music to 
connect one with another? How does one 
have personal connections with what 
they    listen to day-to-day?  
 “I really enjoy reggaeton and I 
really connect with others since others 
and    myself really enjoy listening to it 
and dancing to it as well” claimed      
sophomore Melanie Magana. 
 When you go online you find 
people that listen to exactly what you 
like, this can spark an immediate bond.  
The release of endorphins and             
neurochemicals can be caused by playing 
music and this is due to bringing about 
social closeness.  
 The topic of music has been one 
of the most important subjects known to      
mankind since the 19th century.  
 Personally, it took a while to find 
what my music taste was and what I    
actually felt good when listening to it. It 
started once I expanded my choices and 
recognized all the different types,   
whether it was old songs, newly released, 
or hyped-on songs. 
 How does music make you feel? 
Has it changed your lifestyle at any way? 
This question made me think—think of 
how music has perhaps changed my life-
style. For starters, music has impacted a 
ton of aspects in my personal lifestyle,  

including the way I dress, act, and just 
live in general. Data from varying    
Internet sources, shows that music has 
multiple effects on the human brain 
and generally has its ways on           
impacting the brain in a positive.  
 I can tell you this, without       
music, life would be bland and boring. 
Humanity relies on music to bring one 
another together socially. 
 Music is a huge aspect and 
helps people with many occurrences 
they deal with overtime. 
 So, ask yourself: how            
important is music in my own life and 
how do I incorporate it into my daily 
activities? 

by Ailene Roque 
          In a busy world like   
today, reading is one of 
many activities that require 
an intricate devotion of our time. It takes balance and dedication to conquer a single book, but the end 
result can be gratifying, resulting in newfound knowledge and perspective.   
          The school library harbors an environment that allows students to further their work ethics     
beyond the classroom setting and allows students to surround themselves with the company of friends 
and peers. For those seeking to divert away from their work, the library also has you covered with a 
diverse selection of books to choose from.    
          Better yet, the AB Miller library has recently expanded 
their book selection and allocated plenty of new novels that 
have been most recently published. In dedication to the          
library's newest additions, a small shelf has been put on display 
to demonstrate the newest titles available for students to check 
out.   
          Since the display's initial appearance in the library, many 
of the new books have quickly caught the eye of students,    
leaving very few newly untouched novels to read. Gearing into 
the direction of finding a new book can be quite daunting, but 
with insightful guidance and recommendations from AB Miller 
students, finding the right book might be at high stakes. 
Whether you are seeking a stand-alone book, or possibly in 
search of endeavoring yourself in a book series, our students 
have you covered.  
          Annette Orozco, who is a current junior, commented that 
her favorite book is the Time Between Us by Ireland Stone.   
Annette describes the book to be both “suspenseful” and  

Continued on ensuing page. 



Reading continued. 

and “mysterious” and really enjoyed “how the main character had a supernatural vibe” which        
encompassed a story “full of anticipation.” The book, Time Between Us, is a contemporary    
romance novel and can be read as a standalone, but since its initial publication, a sequel has 
been released.  
          If the romance genre does not pique your interest, senior student Edgar Herrera, praises the 
Percy Jackson fantasy series by Rick Riordan for being a “fun and exciting” story. Edgar further 
elaborated that the “fantasy element and mythology used to tell the story" is what 
makes the story “interesting,” he concluded by stating that he recommends the 
book series “to those who like fiction stories.”  
          With two recommendations consisting of a possible standalone novel and a 

fantasy series – this still may not be appealing to all the avid readers out there. 
One category of books that remains unmentioned, yet very popular at our 
school library, are graphic novels – more precisely manga books.  

          Current freshman, Mariana De Lara, is a big fan of the Attack on    
Titan manga series by Isayama. Mariana describes the manga series to be 

“inspirational and surprising” with “a bunch of foreshadowing” that results in 
“lots of crazy and unimaginable events.” Mariana stated that the story “makes 

you think a lot, and how every point being told connects to one another…”  
Attack on Titan sounds like a very compelling manga to investigate and adds 

greater diversity to the previous recommendations. A downside, however, is that 
not all recommended books can be found in the school library, aside from the 

Percy Jackson series. The school library may be confined to the 
books it has to offer, but it holds plenty of other manga series 
that are available to check out from the library.  
          In addition to browsing for new books, the library has printed pamphlets available for 
students to read with a helpful list of books categorized by genre. The library easily facilitates 
searching for books, encouraging students to easily check out something new to read. With 
three compelling book recommendations, coupled with newly integrated books, making a pit 
stop at the library is the way to go.  

by Josue Avia with photos provided by Nathan Magallon 
 The AVID Senior Trip took place from Tuesday, November 2 to Thursday, November 
4. This was a 3-day trip which allowed the top 40 AVID seniors to visit different Universities 
and help them decide what colleges they would like to go to.  
 The first day of the senior trip was very exciting. All the Seniors had to meet in Q-113 
at 5:30 am to get their bags checked and leave at 6:00am. The first college we visited was UC 
Santa Barbara. UC Santa Barbara was a very beautiful and big school. You could access the 
beach from the school because the beach was right behind the school. An interesting fact about 
UC Santa Barbara is that at this school bikes have the ride away. Which means that they have 
priority when it comes to the walkways. The second college we attended was Cal Poly San Luis 
Obispo, this school was a very green school which means there is a lot of grass areas and trees 
at this school. Cal Poly SLO is known for its engineering program, and they are also known for 
being a hands-on college. The last college we visited on day one was CSU Monterey Bay. This 
college was very big, and their dorms were nice. At CSU Monterey Bay the female population 
is 60% while the male population is only 40 percent.  
 The second day of the trip we all woke up at 6:00AM to eat breakfast at the hotel we 
were staying at. We left our hotel at 7:00 am and arrived at our first college of the day which 
was UC Santa Cruz at 8:30AM.  
 In my opinion, this was the best college of the whole trip. UC Santa Cruz was one of the 
most beautiful colleges, if you like cold weather, and nature, you should consider going to UC 
Santa Cruz. The 
average GPA 
needed to get ac-
cepted into UC 
Santa Cruz is 3.5. 
We arrived at our 
second college 
which was San 

Jose State University. San Jose State University was my second fa-
vorite college, because the college was very modern, and it was also 
very big. To get into San Jose State University you must have at least 
a 3.5 GPA or higher. There are currently 32,773 students attending 
San Jose State University which means it is a medium size school. 
The last college we attended was San Francisco State University. San 
Francisco State University was a very small school, but it also had a 
lot of green areas, it had many trees and grass areas. The average 
GPA needed to get into San Francisco State is 3.3. 
 The third and last day was probably the most tiring of all the 
days. Everyone’s feet were hurting from all the walking we had done 
the first two days. As stated by A.B. Miller student Oscar Calderon,  
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“Yeah I would say 
the last day was the 
hardest because we 
were all tired and 
we all just wanted 
to go home.” Our 
first college of the 
third and last day 
was CSU Stani-
slaus. CSU Stani-
slaus was unique 
because there were 
ponds inside the 
school where you 
could find ducks 
and geese, which 
was very beautiful 
to see. The only bad 
thing about there 
being so many 
ducks and geese is that there was a lot of excrement on the ground, but other than that, 
CSU Stanislaus was a very appealing school. The second school we visited was UC 
Merced. UC Merced was very different than the other colleges   because there was noth-
ing around UC Merced, it was very isolated. UC Merced was a very modern school and 
is still under construction. The last college we visited was CSU Fresno. CSU Fresno 
was also a very large public school, there were many students in the student union, and 
there were many clubs in the student union.  
 The AVID 2021 Senior Trip was an experience I will never forget, it opened my 
eyes to the       different colleges there are and what it takes to get admitted into those 
colleges. Thanks to Mrs. Orrison and Dr. Kelly for making this senior trip possible for 
us. 

by Anthony Lopez 
 Did you enjoy Distance Learning? In my 
opinion, it was awful because of how much we had 
to change the way we learn, such as online home-
work, class meetings, etc.  
 There are many differences from 2020 and 
2021 school year, because most of us are going to 
school face to face and not staying in the comfort 
of our homes. Online has changed us. Some for the 
good, and some for the worst.  
 “It was okay. At first it was easy but got 
harder,” explained Junior Jacob Camarena. “As 
long as you tried, it was all good, but there were 
too many distractions.”   
 “Face-to-face [learning] is better than 
online because you can be more concentrated and 
focus more on your work than when online, where 
it is easier to get distracted.”  
 Echoing these sentiments was sophomore 
Emanol Guzman. 
 “It was harder to concentrate, as well,” he 
confided. 
 There were some perks and benefits to tak-
ing classes in the friendly confines of your home. 
 It was “very relaxing that I could sleep in, 
[and] stay in a warm bed, when it’s cold outside,” 
chuckled Guzman.  
 But Guzman, like the rest of his peers, did 
not get to formally experience the graduation-like 
process of transitioning from middle school to that 
of high school. 
 Resident substitute teacher, Gilbert Ville-
gas, also underwent a magnitude of hurdles during 
Distance Learning.  
“It was challenging at first but once I got the hang 
of it, it wasn’t too bad—it was a whole different 
experience because I’m used to interacting with 
students in person and when I would present and I 
would point at stuff students couldn’t be able to see 
it, but there were no behavior issues,” he reported. 
 “I prefer face-to-face [learning] because we 
get to know students better and online, students 
wouldn’t turn on their cameras, so you couldn’t put 
a name on students’ faces. In person, you get to 
know students more and you get to at times, social-
ize more with them,” assured Villegas.  
 Like so many others, Villegas enjoyed the 
leisure of rolling out of bed and moving over to a 
nearby desk with his computer. However, like all 
things, that routine grows old. Whereas behavior 
issues were non-existent, Internet and power-
outages made up for the would-be lack of head-
aches and stress.  
 “I liked that we only had four classes. I 
thought that was really nice schedule for students 
and teachers, alike,” remarked Physical Education 
and AVID teacher, Ms. April Marshall.  
 “I disliked not coming to school. I do not 
like staying at home—the whole time it was hard 
for me to separate work from home, and I got dis-
tracted like students and it was very difficult to stay 
motivated at most times,” she elaborated when 
asked about the disadvantages of Distance Learn-
ing.  
 “COVID affected my school year in many 
ways—it affected my coaching softball season but 
now, we are really excited to be back in school and 
play!”  
 COVID really pushed our boundaries, both 
in a physical and mental sense. How students and 
teachers learn/teach was turned upside down and 
really made last year an experience we will not 
soon forget.  
 In order to ensure we remain as in-person 
learning, it is important for us all to properly wear 
our masks covering out noses and mouths, practic-
ing social distancing when needed, using hand sani-
tizer and wiping clean surfaces, and avoiding un-
necessary physical contact. 

by Briana Lopez and Grace Hernandez 
 What do you consider the best gift ever? Most people might say getting a car, video 
games, or a new phone as the best gift you could ever receive, while others might say that 
making memories with family and friends is the best gift one can receive.  
 We think the best gift you can ever receive is cash—no doubt about it. You can save
-up that cash and buy anything your heart desires. No matter what your answer is to this 
question, you cannot deny that this “best gift” to you means something special.  
 “I mean to be honest; I don’t have one but one that can be considered would be 
when my mom gave me my first phone in 5 fifth grade,” recalled freshman Francisco Serra-
no. It is safe to assume that anyone, now a days, would cherish the donation of a phone be-
ing how much we rely on them in our daily lives. 
  “Well, the most memorable thing I was ever gifted was a silver necklace from my 
grandma when I was ten,” confided Dominic Curayag (9).  
Sophomores Luis Vargas and Francisco Soto-Robles actually were gifted presents that re-
quire lots of love, attention and care: dogs! 
“The most memorable gift I got for Christmas was when I got my dog in 2015. That was 
the best Christmas because I always wanted to have a dog and finally got one,” exuded Soto
-Robles. Similarly, when Vargas was five, he too received his puppy. “I got him when I 
was like 5 and I’ve had him ever since I was little,” he reported. Is it possible for your fa-
vorite gift, to also be your best friend? 
 Jesus Montes exclaimed, “My most memorable gift would probably be the one that 
my friend gave me which was a 2020 Aston Martin that cost around 400,000 and he bought 
it off a lease with ASRP of 2% which is a pretty good deal and right now he is still paying it 
off, but I have the Aston Martin parked in the back of my garage which is really cool.” If 
only we all had friends that would buy us a car, am I right?  
 “I think the best gift ever would be money just because you can buy yourself any-
thing you want and if you get a gift like clothes and you don’t like the gift then you are ba-
sically stuck with an ugly gift to keep but with money you can buy clothes, shoes, or just 
save it up for whatever you want,” reflected junior Kassandra Contreras.    
 “I think the best gift I’ve ever received is my Playstation 4 from last Christmas,” 
responded Cloey Caprio (12). The gift meant so much to Caprio because she had been 
wanting and waiting to have one since the Playstation 3 was released. Good things do come 
to those who wait, apparently. 
 Finally, Xavier Arce explained, “The most memorable gift I received for Christmas 
was my first ever iPhone because all throughout middle school and elementary I never had  
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a phone because my parents couldn’t afford one at the time and seeing all my friends and other kids with nice phones made me want one. So every 
year since ffith grade, I asked my mom for an iPhone every year for Christmas.” And like Caprio, waiting paid off for Arce. 
“It wasn’t until freshman year when I finally got my first iPhone. It meant a lot to me knowing that my parents worked hard to give me things they 
never had, and it made me be grateful for the loving and hardworking parents I have. So now, I spend my time trying get the best gifts for my    
parents every Christmas year the same way they worked hard to make me happy by getting me my first phone.” it. 
 Whether it is as big as a car or as small as a necklace, there must be something you have gotten that just fills you with joy. We want you to 
share that feeling this Christmas. Put thought and love in present boxes this year.  
 We wish you a Merry Christmas and see you next time! 

by Elisa Chavez 
 Mrs. Christine Williams is a highly  
admired and wonderful staff member at A.B. Miller who teaches  
10th grade English and 11th grade AP English.  
 Joining Miller, the year after it first opened in 1992, she has remained at 
the school for nearly 30 years. During this time, she has sprinkled her passion of 
English onto the young minds of students who have even grown to become      
lifelong friends. 
 Entering Cal State San Bernadino with the plan to major in psychology, it 
was never Mrs. William’s intention to become a teacher. “After one or two years 
at Cal State and when it came to taking my first psychology class, I realized how 
much I absolutely hated it,” confessed Williams.  
 Ultimately, her next step was to major in English—a subject she had      
always been very fond of and understood the complex disciplines there within. 
While pushing through the rest of college, it was clear to her over time, that this 
was something she loved and wanted to teach. 
 Before arriving at Miller, Williams recalls her time spent at nearby         
Sequoia Middle School. “The principle called me when Miller was about to open, 
but I wasn’t ready to leave my job just yet because I was teaching the Gifted And 
Talented Education program with some great people, and I wasn’t ready to move 
somewhere else,” she stated, while fondly reflecting back upon her five years 
spent.  
 However, by A.B. Miller’s second year, Mrs. Williams felt the timing was 
perfect for a new challenge, 
and she was ready to take on 
high school students. 
 Surprisingly, Mrs. 
Williams has remained at 
A.B. Miller long enough to 
see students that were once 
sitting in her     classroom, 
like Mr. Joel Herrada and 
Mrs. Adrienne Albert, come 
back as adults to become her 
coworkers.  
 Mrs. William loves 
to work alongside the       
English department, she 
states “I’ve worked with 
these people for so long, that 
you develop friendships and 
lasting relationships so yes, 
we have Christmas and             
Halloween parties, some of 
us have even gone on trips 
together.”  
 While teaching here, 
Mrs. Williams has found 
what you could call a second 
family and she is grateful for 
that because not everyone gets to go to work alongside people, they also                   
considered to be friends. 
 From seeing different principles come and go and working at   Miller 
through different decades, Mrs. Williams has really seen it all at this school. 
“Gosh I was here before the Q-Building even existed, and I’ve also seen how we 
continue to develop school spirit you know; some years have been better than   
others, but I notice the spirit progress with the introduction of new clubs and      
activities,” she observed. 
 English is everywhere, and you use it for everything, especially             
communicating and connecting with others.  
“I think English is one of those subjects that you use for the rest of your life. 
You’re using English to speak and communicate.”  
 Mrs. Williams has remained a part of A.B Miller for so long because she 
has connected herself to the people surrounding her on campus such as staff and 
students and has taught them valuable lessons that they can hold on to, often      
inspired from some of her favorite   meaningful novels such as Beloved or The 
Scarlet Letter. 
 “I think English lends itself to connections you make, especially in         
analyzing literature— there’s always ways to connect it to the world and personal 
situations.” 

Best Gift continued. 

   
 By that Carla Gutierrez and Mazikeen “Maze” Larson 

 The winter days are a time of warmth and love. The 
chilly breeze carries with it memories triggered by the sights, 
sounds, and smells of many people’s favorite time of year. 
 Loved ones come close together, appreciating each 
other's company more thoughtfully, and people are just a   
little bit kinder than usual. Bright holiday decorations light 

up our hearts, and 
we all gather        
together to celebrate 
the holidays. 
 For        
sophomore         
Katherine Urrutia,     
Christmas is about 
spending time with 
family; she        
punctuates this with 
her idea of a perfect 
Christmas: “Having 
our entire family 
together and having 
a good time—no 
drama.” The 
memory she most 

treasures comes from when she was around seven, her        
parents had given her and her siblings the unfortunate news 
that they simply could not afford to buy Christmas presents 
for them; however, after returning home from spending time 
with family, their parents had hidden their Christmas         
presents and it was now up to them to find them. 
 Freshman Paola Rodriguez Soto’s favorite part of 
Christmas is “being able to gift others gifts”. This is why her 
best Christmas was when she got hamsters as presents, since 
she’s “always adored small animals for pets”. “My idea of 
the perfect way to celebrate Christmas would be get together 
with all your friends and family and just have a movie night 
with all your favorite holiday movies and with your snacks, 
then just have dinner as a whole and lastly to open the        
presents we got each other,” Soto daydreams. For her, 
Christmas is all about loved ones gathering together to eat 
“tamales or pozole”, 
and “just have an 
overall good time     
together, opening 
gifts.” 
 Geovani     
Sigala, junior, smiles 
as he sets up his      
perfect Christmas: 
“Preferably cooking 
dinner, and then just 
enjoying the night, 
Christmas Eve, and 
staying up until twelve 
and then gifts, you 
know how it goes.” 
For him, “it's not all 
about Christmas, it's  
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No Songs continued from page 1. 

about spending time with family, enjoying them while [he] can”. Hence, his best holiday memory is spending time with his nephews, because he 
“no longer has contact with them.” “Just hanging out with family, spending time with them” is what’s truly important to him this winter. 

 Senior Nadia Mireles has grown accustomed to her usual Christmas routine of “celebrat[ing] 
Christmas in Mexico with my dad’s side of the family and eating some really good food that [her] 
mom, aunt, and grandma prepare.” To her, Christmas is about healing and reflecting on the holiday, 
while being mesmerized by the lights and holiday cheer. My most cherished memory is when we spent 
Christmas at our house and our cousins got new bikes,” Mireles explains, adding, “One of my cousins 
was riding the bike in the street and she crashed with the sidewalk, so she went flying and it’s one of 
my favorite memories because it was one of the only times we had an accident on Christmas.”  
 For sophomore Katherine Urrutia, Christmas is about spending time with family; she            
punctuates this with her idea of a perfect Christmas: “Having our entire family together and having a 
good time—no drama.” The memory she most treasures comes from when she was around seven, her 
parents had given her and her siblings the unfortunate news that they simply could not afford to buy 
Christmas presents for them; however, after returning home from spending time with family, their    
parents had hidden their 
Christmas presents and 
it was now up to them to 
find them.  
 Mr. Nafius      
usually celebrates 
Christmas by decorating 

his house and spending quality time with his wife.” “It's not really a 
family holiday for us, because we don’t really have extended family, 
so we just make it special with our animals and just us,” he shares. 
His favorite part of Christmas is “Christmas morning, no presents or 
anything, just completely relaxed.” The meaning of Christmas to him 
is found in how “everybody seems a little bit nicer; everybody just has 
a little more generosity in their heart.”  
 When asked about his perfect Christmas, Mr. Nafius already 
has the scene in mind, and it unfolds as such: “It's going to be my 
wife and I, in our living room, and we’re on our couch, and there's a 
fire on and we have our Christmas tree up, all lit up,” his hand mo-
tions up and down, imagining the tree, “and in front of the fire we 
have a little bed and one of our cats, Maddy, loves to lay down on that 
bed in front of the fire. Minty, our dog, would be on us—we'll be in 
jammies, we’ll each have, like, hot coco, and my wife will cook me 
cinnamon rolls, and then Margo will probably just be all over us, 
like—”, and here, he imitates the sound of a cat happily purring—”and we’ll probably just be watching the Hallmark channel, kind of just relaxed, 
no stress.” He grins, “That to me is a great Christmas, when you can just relax, just a take a to moment to kind of relax and destress and detract from 
life and say, “you know what? Everything in the world is okay right now.”” 
 However you choose to celebrate Christmas this year, we hope that the time spent with loved ones will fill your holiday with cheer. It has 
been a long, hard year for all of us, so as we leave A.B. for winter break, take some time to relax, grab some hot chocolate, and partake in the        
holiday spirit.  

 

by Sebastian Calzadilla, Anthony Lopez, and Joseph Alvarez. 
 2020 was a year unlike all the others. Many events 
whether great or terrible happened, from the beginning of a 
quarantine due to a deadly virus, to families being together 

more than ever. We are all together now for a reason it can differ from person to person, but 
one thing is for sure, we all must be thankful for being here together in the school.   
 People can be thankful for many different things, it can be family, friends, objects that 
have value whether it is sentimental or money value, we can be thankful for being here today. 
But this is also a question that not many people are asked. That question is, what are you 
most thankful for? 
 Mrs. Jennifer Reinhart Maiorca, when asked what she was most thankful for          
answered: “I’m most thankful for my family my parents that pushed me to get my education 
and I’m thankful for my children who are now adults and continue to remind me how         
important it is to strive and to be the best you can be.”   
 We also went around and asked students from different grades here at A.B Miller, we 
began by asking Byron Ortega, a freshman student, who claimed that “being able to be with 
the homies now that COVID is more stable,” is at the top of his list.  
 “Throughout this whole year, I say that I’m most thankful for my family and those 
who support me and everything that I do. This year was not the best, but it was certainly life 
changing for me,” reflected Ethan Ramirez.  
Not to be confused, Alan Ramirez responded, “For this whole year, I’d have to say that I’m 
most thankful for all of my family and friends at home and at school. Another thing that I’m 
really grateful for is my pets at home.”. 
 “I guess I could say I’m thankful for being able to experience change and be patient 
with it, while also being thankful for my family and stuff that I have,” stated Alyssa Puentes. 
Pablo Alvarez a senior student in our school, he added: “I am thankful for my community 
always caring for one another and for the opportunities I had when joining colleges.” Which 
for a senior is one of the most important things we must worry about, our education after high 
school. 
 From these interviews we noticed something—most students are very thankful for 
their families, which is something that most people can agree with. Family is most of the time 
there for you, you can count on them, and they can count on you. For these reasons we 
should be thankful for our families. Not only families, but we all should be thankful for all 
the things that we have, for seeing a new day. Being thankful is something that we all must 
do to feel better in our society and improve together. 

Those two songs are very festive and upbeat and 
make everyone want to sing along. Music is very 
important when it comes to the holidays because it 
has memories that go with the songs and the     
people who surround you during them. Listening 
to your favorite Christmas songs during the           
holidays can be very beneficial during a often busy 
and stressful time. Hearing your favorite  holiday 
classics can work wonders on your mood.   
 Since the holidays come with positive vibes 
and great music, we asked our classmates 
what their least favorite songs are to listen 
to during Christmas time. Annette Alvardo said her 
least favorite Christmas song is “Frosty The   
Snowman.” 
“My little brother would always play that song 
over and over and I grew to hate it,” she 
groaned. She says that she loved that song at first 
because her school would play the movies for 
Frosty The Snowman when it was Christmas time 
but her little brother would always rewatch the 
same movie to hear that song and she got bored on 
hearing the song, she can't hear another Frosty the 
Snowman song ever again.   
 We decided to ask another one of our     
fellow classmate, Oscar Calderon. He said his least 
favorite Christmas song was “The Chipmunk Song 
(Christmas Don’t Be Late).”  
“I can’t stand this song hearing this song makes 
me hate Christmas. I remember the first time I 
heard this song I immediately knew I was not    
going to like this song. My mom would always 
play this song when we put up our Christmas    
decorations, each time I hear it makes me hate it 
more.” Not everyone likes to listen to Christmas 
songs on Christmas day, or on Christmas Eve. 
Some people prefer to just spend time with their 
families and their loved ones.   
Gonzalo Hernandez despises “The Christmas 
Shoe.”  
 “When I was eight years old, I used to love 

this song. I would always get together with my 
family and sing this song on Christmas Eve, but 
after singing it every year, I began to dislike the 

song,” he said.  



A.B. Miller’s primary goal is to ensure every student is college and career ready 
upon graduation. We pride ourselves in providing our students with an excellent 
academic and extracurricular experience, yet, we understand that providing     
additional supports will further enhance our students’ chances of academic      
success as young adults. Our community has rallied around us to help provide 
these additional supports in the form of scholarships. Our supports fundraised 
and donated over $25,000! On behalf of our students, I’d like to thank our     
community for their unconditional support over the years. Your support affords 
us the ability to provide our students with an exceptional academic experience, 
close the achievement gap, and provide educational access to all students. Once 
again, thank you for your on-going support! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Dr. Dustin Saxton 
Principal, A.B. Miller High School 

A.B. Miller Thanks: 
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-North Tamarind 
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-California Steel 
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-Rotolo Chevrolet 

-Schools First Credit Union 

-State Farm Insurance 

-Zonta 

-Joan Albert Memoral 

-Bob Freeman Memorial 

-William Marcus Memorial 

-Rudy Rodriguez Memorial 

-Lee Guggisberg Memorial 

-USW 

-Fontana Rotary 

-PGA 

 

 

Michael Vedo begins his seventh year as head of A.B. Miller’s Journalism program. 
When not teaching English and working on the yearbook, Mr. Vedo enjoys listening to 
punk rock music, spending time with his fiancé, and collecting Nike Air Maxes. He is also 
an avid believer in all these supernatural and paranormal and enjoys watching reruns of 
The X-Files, Mindhunter, Search Party,  Gravity Falls, Stranger Things, and Twin Peaks. 

 Gabriel Gutierrez is (finally) a senior at A.B. Miller, hoping that this                                        
year’s seniors will actually have prom. He plans to   graduate and move on to California State 
San Bernardino. His favorite part of A.B. Miller is the GSA, of which he’s currently president 
of; apart from that, he’s also a member of the new ASL club. When not engaging in academic 
activities, he likes to wind down by watching lets-players on Twitch or YouTube (subscribe 
to Phoodu’s twitch y’all). His hobbies include drawing, writing, 
and on extremely rare occasions—reading. He prefers Marvel over DC, and his favorite pizza 
toppings are pineapple with pepperoni. A brave and daring individual, clearly.  
 
 Senior and third-year Journalism student, Mazikeen (“Maze”) Larson, finds joy in the 
diversity and individuality that can be readily found at A.B. Miller. With a schedule filled with 
academics (and now extracurriculars), Maze can often be found procrastinating, studying, or 
enjoying time with friends. Outside of school, he enjoys binging TV series, learning about           
aviation, listening to and discovering new music, thrifting, and baking. He also has a passion 
for exploring almost every hobby under the sun, as some of his friends may claim.  
 
 Elisa Chavez is a junior at A.B. Miller and loves to bring the community together 
through journalism. She loves this as much as she loves music, dogs, and visiting cool coffee 
shops. She is a varsity Cheerleader for both the school’s sideline and competitive teams. In her 
free time, you can find her obsessing over a new book—as reading is her favorite hobby—or 
watching new Netflix shows. Aside from that, her biggest goals in life are to attend college and 
travel to Europe. 
 
 Josue Avila was born in 2004 in Pomona, California. As a senior, one thing he           
appreciates about A.B. Miller is the staff and his relationship with his teachers. He was first 
introduced to the sport he loves when he was four years old, and he has been playing soccer ever 
since. Being one of his biggest passions, he would like to study to become a sports                                   
medicine physician. He would like to attend UCR, as it has been one of his goals since he was a 
little kid in elementary school.   
 
 Krystal Calderon is a senior at A.B. Miller. One aspect she likes about the school is the 
newly painted murals on the buildings. Krystal is someone who sets goals for herself and does 
what she can to get to a higher point in her life. One of her goals for her future is to become 
an entrepreneur and to  never worry about being in debt. Having her own money and being able 
to provide for herself and her family is important to her. One of her hobbies is working out—she 
has been working out for approximately just over a year and a half. It has changed 
her mentality; it helps her take her mind off stress inducing situations. 
 
 A smidge over 17 years of age, Sebastian Calzadilla was born in the middle of the    
Amazonian jungle—in Venezuela, to be exact. As a senior, what excites him the most is to be 
able to come back and have a great time. Sebastian has always been friendly towards the people 
around him, even though he is quiet, he has an understanding and great heart for those around 
him. Sebastian noticed the art behind vehicles and big motors which sparked something inside 
of him, how every little piece inside a motor works together to create power and move a big 
piece of metal at high speeds. The activity that Sebastian enjoys the most is listening to music. 
Discovering new music helps him forget the horrors of the outside world. If you ever see       
Sebastian around campus do not hesitate in saying “hi,” as he wished for all to have a great day. 
 
 Ailene Roque is a senior at A.B. Miller and enjoys stopping by the school library to 
discover new books and diversify the genres she reads. Ailene spends most of her time after-
school working on homework, but never fails to make time for Netflix and reading. One of her 
current favorite authors is Stephen King and has yet to tackle his long list of novels. Though 
Ailene considers herself humble, she is also widely materialistic, and loves to collect all things 
she loves and owns a growing collection of Funko Pops, Legos, and books.   

 One thing 10th grader Briana Lopez enjoys about her school is 
participating in interesting clubs. Before entering A.B. Miller High School, 
she had entertained herself with clubs such as dance, music, 3D printing, 
art, and even, ASB. Clubs served as a means for Briana to interact with 
others socially. You can say that for her entire life she was a shy extrovert 
that just wanted to do the best she can despite many school and family    
issues happening so quickly beyond her years. Some of her academic 
achievements have been joining her school’s Math Field Day team and won 
second place. Another achievement was participating in honor Choir in the 
4th grade. Future plans include passing all of her classes with As and Bs, 
attending to a four-year college, and planning to work in the film industry 
as a producer. Her hobbies include singing, acting, dancing, and writing 
short, dark stories. She also has a passion for gaming and going to the    
movie theater. 
 
 Joseph Alvarez is a sophomore who enjoys the 
sports programs provided at A.B. Miller High School. He has played     
baseball for roughly eight years. Besides baseball, Joseph loves to spend 
his free time playing video games and listening to some of his favorite 
songs, mainly from the band Coldplay. Joseph has accomplished many 
things—things such as winning multiple tournaments with his travel ball 
baseball team and succeeding greatly thus far, in academics. He plans on 
staying on a steady track with his academic career and hopefully joining the 
school’s baseball team. After school, he loves to watch Netflix or the     
Angels or Dodgers and while doing so, his pet, Buddy can be found by his 
side. 
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